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Daily Gamecock
named best in state,
takes record 31 awards
State press association names
former editor ‘journalist of the year’
Thad Moore

TMOORE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Courtesy of James Armstrong

Andrew Askins / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Two bricks bearing the name of Hootie and the Blowfish were stolen some time last week, but no one’s sure when.

Hootie & the Blowﬁsh bricks go missing
Band’s Horseshoe
landmark reported
stolen Friday afternoon
Thad Moore

TMOORE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

For a while there, Hootie and
the Lost Bricks was more like it.
A pair of bricks bearing ‘90s rock
band Hootie and the Blowfish’s
name were stolen some time last

week, said Capt. Eric Grabski, a
spokesman for the USC Division
of Law Enforcement and Safety.
Police aren’t quite sure when;
they’ve only narrowed it to a range
of a few days, he said.
Four ot her brick s wit h t he
names of the band’s members,
who met as students at USC, were
untouched.
The two that read “Hootie &”
and “The Blowﬁsh,” respectively,
are something of a landmark on

the Horseshoe’s zigzagging brick
pathways. Finding them is No. 96
on USC’s bucket list for students.
The My Carol i na A lu m n i
A ssociat ion, wh ich keeps up
with the bricks and sells space on
them, reported them stolen Friday
afternoon after receiving inquiries
from The Daily Gamecock.
But before they were reported
missing, the hole on the Horseshoe

The Daily Gamecock was named the state’s best
college newspaper by the South Carolina Press
Association Friday as it won a record 31 awards for its
work in 2012.
The newspaper took the top staff and individual
awards — general excellence and collegiate journalist of
the year for former Editor-in-Chief Colin Campbell —
at the association’s annual collegiate meeting at Claﬂin
University in Orangeburg.
The (Clemson University) Tiger took second place
for general excellence in the over-5,000 circulation
category, and The (Winthrop University) Johnsonian
placed third.
“These awards reﬂect the hard work that we put into
our paper and the everyday dedication to making a
generally excellent product,” said Kristyn Sanito, the
paper’s current editor-in-chief.
The Daily Gamecock also won 14 ﬁrst-place awards
for its daily coverage, social media use, photography
and design. The newspaper swept two categories:
editorial writing and use of Twitter.
On The Daily Gamecock’s editorial side, Campbell
won ﬁrst-place recognition for a news story; Campbell
and Michael Lambert for editorial writing; Isabelle
Khurshudyan for a sports story; Tyler Simpson for an
arts and entertainment story; and the newspaper’s staff
for its 2012 political coverage, use of Twitter, Facebook
page and website.
In photography, multimedia and design, Andrew
Askins won for a ﬁrst-place photograph; Chris Brown
for page one design; Paul Critzman III and Sam
Snelgrove for a multimedia story; Richard Pearce
for a sports photograph; Tucker Prescott for a single
advertisement; Austin Price for a specialty page design
and an illustration or informational graphic.
Last year, the newspaper was ranked No. 14 in
the nation by the Princeton Review, its highest-ever
ranking, after taking 17 press association awards, itself
a record.
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Contestants flexed and posed in the Blatt P.E. Center Saturday night as the spray-tanned and heavily muscled students vied for the titles of Mr. and Miss USC.

Donning smiles, Speedos, bronzed students strut their stuff
Club hosts annual Mr., Miss USC
bodybuilding championship Saturday
Hannah Jeffrey

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Sporting nothing but smiles, Speedos and incredibly
deep tans, four men ﬂexed in front of a silent audience

Monday
79°

59°

Tuesday
84°

61°

in the ﬁnal minutes of judging.
They, along with six other men and ﬁve women,
were competing for the titles of Mr. and Miss USC in
USC’s Bodybuilding and Fitness Sports Club’s annual
bodybuilding championship.
Floodlights shone upon the lean bodies of the
competitors, while the judges scrutinized every inch.
According to judge and former Miss USC contestant
Saﬁya Johnson, there are a number of things being

considered when the contestants are ﬂexing.
“For men’s bodybuilding, we look at symmetry,
muscularity and conditioning, or how ripped they
are,” she said. “For women’s ﬁgure, we look at poise
and symmetry, as well as overall ﬁtness.”
When being judged, participants were instructed
on how to ﬂex, which way to turn and when to relax
their muscles. Each motion was orchestrated so judges
BODYBUILDING ● 3

Chris Young at USC

Watchdog journalism

Offense dominates

The country singer
entertains Carolina
Coliseum Sunday
night with a medley
of covers and original
songs.
See page 6

Columnist Deveney
Williams argues that
recent ‘ag-gag’ bills
could harm investigative journalism of agricultural companies.
See page 5

Sophomore Mike
Davis was named the
starting running back
heading into summer
after the annual spring
game Saturday.
See page 10
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In Brief.
Many would-be trustees Proposed state bills split
on gun regulations
connected to legislature

Columbia sees first
murder of year Sunday

A big proportion of the candidates for trustee
positions at South Carolina colleges have ties to
the state legislature, which appoints them.
Of the 70 people vying for 52 seats on boards,
a dozen or so are connected to legislators or
served in the Statehouse, The Post and Courier
reported.
State law doesn’t set many rules or criteria
for trustees. The only one: The Citadel’s board
members have to be graduates.
A nd while the jobs don’t pay well, save for
a $35 per diem and various other perks (e.g.
football tickets for USC trustees), The Post and
Courier reported that they can launch political
careers and carry social clout.

Columbia police responded to t heir f irst
murder of 2013 early Sunday morning.
According to a release, Clif ton DeA aron
Dreher, 17, is wanted for the murder of 23-yearold Quamain Cambrice-Lewis who was standing
on a porch on the 1800 block of Tremain Street
around 2 a.m. Sunday. The incident happened
after a “verbal altercation” in the house.
Pol ice have fou nd a ca r i nvolved i n t he
shooting, but they’re still looking for Dreher,
who will be charged with murder and possession
of a fi rearm during the commission of a violent
crime. He is considered armed and dangerous.
Police are asking anyone with information to
contact Crimestoppers.
— Thad Moore, News Editor

A handful of bills in the state legislature could
change how tightly South Carolina regulates
guns, and one could drop handgun restrictions
outright.
Both the House and Senate have proposed bills
that would keep people declared mentally ill in
court from buying guns, The State reported.
But others aim to loosen gun rules, including
o ne s p o n s or e d b y s t at e S e n . L e e Br i g ht ,
R-Spartanburg, that would drop requirements for
concealed carry permits. People wouldn’t need
permits at all.
Last month, South Carolina was ranked No. 6
in the U.S. for overall gun violence and No. 26 for
its gun laws’ stringency, according to The State.
— Thad Moore, News Editor

— Thad Moore, News Editor

Crime Blotter
The blotter comes from police reports released by the USC Division of Law Enforcement
and Safety and doesn’t include crimes reported by city or county law enforcement.
— An officer was dispatched to the headquarters
of USC’s Division of Law Enforcement and Safety
in response to a report of harassment. A student said
that his ex-girlfriend, also a USC student, had been
texting and calling him and his current girlfriend
making “harassing statements” and sexual remarks,
trying to break the couple up. He said that she had
been doing this for at least 10 months and it was
“revenge on him for not being with her.” Police
advised the man to take screen shots of any further
harassment.

Crime Blotter for April 5 - 12

Drunkenness — 1
Traffic/DUI — 1
Larceny of moped — 1
Larceny/Theft from building — 6

— An officer responded to Bates House early
Wednesday morning in response to a possible
assault on the Bates Bridge . The victim had no
visible injuries, appeared disoriented and had trouble
answering questions. He told police that he was
approached by two black men, two white men and
one Hispanic man on the bridge around 3 a.m. He
said the men punched him and kicked him several
times in the head. He was unable to provide further
descriptions of the men and said that they didn’t
steal anything from him. The victim was evaluated
by paramedics and transported to Palmetto Health
Richland for further treatment.

Fake/Other ID use — 1
Assault/Simple assault — 1
Harassment - Telephone calls — 3
Vandalism/Destruction of property — 2
Burglary/Breaking and entering — 1
Assault/Aggravated assault — 1

— Bates House Crime of the Week: An officer
responded to a fight between two roommates in Bates
House early on the morning of April 7. The resident
who allegedly started the fight was awakened by his
roommate, who wanted to bring a woman into the
room and have the first roommate leave. The first
roommate objected, saying he wanted to sleep. He
briefly left the room and, upon returning, found that
his roommate had brought the woman in and locked
the door. After 45 minutes, the resident heard his
roommate leave the room. He then went back into
the room and locked the door. When the second
roommate returned and found the door locked, he
became angry and began beating on the door. The
first roommate then opened the door, and both men
began shouting and pushing each other before a
resident mentor intervened. Both men opted not to
press charges and spent the night in their room.
— Compiled by Amanda Coyne, Assistant News Editor
Briefs don’t include every incident from the last two
weeks, and suspects are presumed innocent until proven
guilty. Information could change as investigations
continue.

Congratulations to the 2013
Leadership & Service Award Recipients
Newman Civic Fellow
Ari Lindenbaum
Outstanding Student
Volunteer Award
Leila Heidari
Outstanding
Service-Learning Award
Dr. Nate Carnes

Student Organization
Advisor of the Year
Louis Dessau, Carolina Rotaract

Reverend Woody Hammet
Scholarship
Jessica Lyles

Outstanding Student
Service Organization Award
Colleges Against Cancer

Jessica Horton Outstanding
New Student Leader
Holly Ingram

Student Organization
of the Year
BGLSA

Rosemary Broadway
Memorial Scholarship
Gina Perrotto

Willie L. Harriford
Outstanding Service Award
Denzel Milton

Wilson-Kibler
Bicentennial Award
Corey King

I. Dequincey Newman
Outstanding Student Award
Ekib Ekure

Strom Thurmond-Steve Cannon
Carolina Cares Scholarship
Hayley Elia

Outstanding
Natalie Cruz
USC Ambassador
of Service Award
Dr. Anna Scheyett
Carolinian Creed
Champion Award
Thomas Finch
Courtney Worsham

Ralph E. Johnson
Exemplary Leadership Award
Courtland Thomas

Presidential Volunteer Service Award
Bronze Level
Noel Marsh
Hailey Morris

Gold Level
Ashlyn Byrnes
Andrea Eggleston
Alexis Coleman

Caroliniana Awards
Andrew Barbieri
Natalie Brenders
Zoe Glassman
Patrick Hart

Kelsey McNichols
Michelle Ouhl
Elise Porter
Colleen Ryan

Hall of Leaders
Anthony Gomez, Association of African American Students
Erik Telford, Carolina Productions
Alexandra Cebry, Carolina Service Council
Jillian Kral, Dance Marathon
Richard Andrew Hesse, Fraternity Council
Jordan Osborne, Garnet and Black Magazine
Caitlin Gilmer, Garnet Circle
Katlyn Webber, Residence Hall Association
Samuel Brown Snelgrove, SGTV
Riley Shipman, Sorority Council
Kristy DeZenzo, Sport Club Council
Kenny Tracy, Student Government
Kristyn Sanito, The Daily Gamecock
Brooke Carroll, University Ambassadors
Calvin Koon-Stack, WUSC

Sponsored by the
Department of Student Life

BODYBUILDING ● Continued from 1
could evaluate according to muscle
group, with certain f lex positions
drawing attention to certain parts.
“It’s a completely subjective sport,”
Johnson said. “We just compare what
shows up that night. It’s not about who’s
the most muscular or ripped. They have
to the be the whole package.”
According to Joh nson, in
bodybuilding, there is never really a
clear-cut winner because the judging is
centered on the opinions of those with
the score sheets.
While women’s figure had just one
category, men’s bodybuilding hosted
two: lightweight, those 165 pounds and
under, and heavyweight, those over 165
pounds. The top scorer of both men’s
groups would advance to the ﬁnal round
to compete for Mr. USC.
Women’s ﬁgure was based solely on
presentation, but the men’s competition
also called a focus to the personality of
those competing.
Each male contestant presented
themselves to the tune of their choice.
While many opted to ﬂex to the tune
of heavy, intimidating beats, others
chose to use popular songs such as
Macklemore’s hit “Thrift Shop.”

Once the individual routines had
ﬁnished, it was time for the mandatory
poses.
St a nd i ng i n a si ngle -f i le l i ne,
t he judge s c a l led out d i rec t ions
u nt i l t wo w i n ner s were n a med:
second-year exercise science student
Devin Bedenbaugh took first in the
heavyweight division, while first-year
business st udent Rya n Fin n won
lightweight.
After one ﬁnal ﬂex-off, during which
the tension was almost tangible, Finn
was selected as the 2013 Mr. USC.
I n h is f i rst ever bodybu i ld i ng
competition, Finn said he had worked
hard physically in the gym, but there
was also a mental aspect to the sport.
“ It ’s more ment a l s t re s s t h a n
physical,” he said. “You have to plan
ever y thing out right so you don’t
over-train.”
In all of t he excitement, Finn’s
crowning moment was a whirlwind
of cheers and ﬂashes as admirers took
pictures and chanted his name.
“I don’t even hardly remember
[winning]. It just happened,” he said.
“But it was all worth it. It was deﬁnitely
all worth it.”

Healthy Carolina
Farmers Market

Held on Tuesdays March 19th through April
23rd from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. on Greene Street
in front of the Russell House
www.sc.edu/HealthyCarolina

DG

Eat healthy. Be happy.
Celebrate 1st Anniversary at M Fresh with

M Fresh

Student ID get 20% off
SMOOTHIES & WRAPS

1237 Washington St
803.779.1688

Offer Lasts: April 1st - 30th, 2 - 6pm Monday - Friday
Miyo’s Forest Drive
3250 Forest Dr
803.743.9996

M Vista
701 Lady St
803.255.8878

Miyo’s Main Street
922 South Main St
803.779.6496

Miyo’s Harbison
1220 E-2 Bower Prkwy
803.781.7788

Miyo’s Lexington
5594 Sunset Dr
803.957.9888

Miyo’s Sandhills
715 Fashion Dr
803.788.8878

M Cafe
1417 Sumter St
803.779.5788

Looking for energetic, enthusiastic job applicants for
M Grille opening in May 2013

If interested, email: www.miyos.com
M Grille at 530 Lady Street/near Vista

In honor of National Student Employment Week, Student Leadership in the Workplace would like to recognize all of the
student employees who have worked for at least two semesters.

Congratulations to

Kristine Snyder
Student Employee of the Year

&

Nettie White
Supervisor of the Year
8—10 semesters
Malik Bey
Brooke Carroll
Riley Chapman
Steve Duerr
Alyson Eagan
Shakhlan Garane
Dallas Gordon
Andrew Hare
Chelsea Hoggle
Adam Kess
Megan Lamb
Channel McCain
Addison Nanney
Michael Pinsker
Brandon Poole
Lindsey Rogers
Katie Rudder
Michael Scribellito
Chavonna Starlings
Corey Stevens
Talisa Sumpter
Kat Weigle

5— 7 semesters
Hannah Adams
Rachel Adams
Kyle Applegate
Ambria Armstrong
Sam Avellone
Grace Bennett
Gabrielle Biskaduros
Shannon Bockmiller
Derek Boucher
Wil Carruthers
Will Clayton
Justin Cook
Rachel Denmark
Megan Doherty
Derrick Dominick
Deborah Donnett
Drew DuPre
Paul Dupre
Catherine Edwards
Tony Edwards
John Elkes

Larry Elmore
Amanda Fisher
Taylor Foster
Garrett Fullerton
Kara Garrott
Hailey Gooding
McKenzie Graham
Jared Ham
Brian Hamilton
Will Henderson
Ciara Hickey
Crystal Houk
Blake Johns
Kayla Johnson
Victoria Kmiec
Jillian Kral
Chelsea Lowe
Brittany Mahler
Gianni Maruggi
Austin McCullough
Crystal McCullough
Katelyn McGahey
Laurel Miller
Chase Mizzell
Marie Morrissette
Manning Mullikin
Tim O’Hearn
Charlie Otten
Tyler Pike
Melanie Pompey
Elise Porter
Sydnie Reynolds
Stanley Rogers
Colleen Ryan
McKenzie Sacchet
Grace Salter
Earnest Jr. Saylor
Cameron Smith
Ian Snelgrove
Robert Sofaly
Blake Sox
John Stevenot
Reed Talbot
Mark Thomas
Hannah Tikson
Katie Webber

Joseph Welsh
Karl Wiant
Jakeem Williford
Lindsey Wuerfel
Dillon Young

2—4 semesters
Antwan Aiken
Rebekah Akins
Brian Almond
Will Amarante
Hayden Antal
Patricio Aravena
Caroline Aycock
Tyler Baird
Kelly Balance
Andrew Barbieri
Ryan Bayne
Matthew Becker
Thom Bell
Amanda Bennett
Sam Bond
Andy Bookwalter
Emily Brasher
Tyler Brazee
Morgan Brazzell
Kristen Bright
Jonathan Britt
Deana Brooks
Kelly Brooks
Alison Brown
Breonia Browne
Tim Bryson
Evan Campbell
Bella Cantu
Elizabeth Carrillo
Amanda Cartledge
Juwan Chalmers
Eva Cheros
Shanice Coleman
Tashae Coleman
Corey Collier
Lexi Corn
Amanda Cosenza
Claire Critchley
Drake Culbreth

Student Leadership in the Workplace

Morgan Cunningham
Nathalie Dail
Hayden Dale
Michelle Davis
Grace Dawson Beatty
Connor Deason
Nora Demchur
Emma Dettelbach
Carlyle Donevant
Courtney Doster
Meryssa Downer
Melissa Dugan
Ellen Dunton
Samantha Elam
Kayla Engel
Beatriz Fernandez
Luis Fernandez
Tom Finch
Morgan Finley
Stephanie Fisher
Hanna Frampton
Courtney France
Jenn Frazee
Tyler Frey
Ryan Fullam
Claire Furmanski
Destiny Galimore
Nicholas Gamble
Jessa Garrett
Megan Geddies
Coy Gibson
Timothy Gibson
Hailey Gooding
LaTeya Green
Jordan Gregory
Jessica Grimes
Zhaoxia Guo
Justin Hall
Katy Hallman
Jared Ham
Mallory Hankins
Holt Harrell
Anna Hawkins
Nicholas Hawkins
Kamille Hayes
Ruben Hernandez

Josselyn Hidalgo
Ashlyn Hill
Jennifer (Jen) Hodson
Jonathan Holt
Tariek Horne
Yousef Ibreak
Donnie Iorio
Anna Drew Jackson
Deon Jacobs
Lesley Jacobs
M. Paulina Jimenez
Corey Jones
Darlene Jones
Emily Joyner
Thea Keeling
Carra Kelly
Colleen Kelly
Kate Kennedy
Kelsie Kessler
Olivia Keyes
Viki Knapp
Suzanna (Suzi) Kutcher
Charlie Jean (CJ) Lake
Erin Lang
Ebony Langhorne
David Lazaroff
Ashton Lee
DoVarn Leggett
Vanessa Lindower
Lauren Lowe
Julianne Lozowski
Matthew Maccaro
Becca Marasco
Michael Martin
Lauren Martinelli
Emily McGrane
Allie McMahon
Ben McMiller
Emily McQueeney
Mackenzie Meincke
Stephen Melonas
Jay Menees
Alex Menne
Allison (Allie) Meyer
Alex Miller
Tarisha (Tee) Mitchell

Noran Mohamed
Jason Mohn
Stefano Montali
Eric Moran
Laneisha Moskowitz
Brendan Nagle
Frannie Neal
Sarah Neil
Hunter Nichols
Ashley Nunnally
Michael Nuzum
Abbey O’Brien
Devin O’keefe
Shae Odom
Emeka Okafor
Hilde Oliver
Ralph Overstreet
Emily Padget
Marjorie Padilla
Annie Parham
Alan Parks
Ben Peachey
PJ Pelaez
Giovanna Perfumo
Jonathan Peterson
Justin Phimprachanvongsoth
Tyler Pike
Luke Pincelli
Ashley Pittman
Trey Polite
Melanie Pompey
Julia Pribyl
Asha Purohit
Zach Quasney
Justin Quattlebaum
Dana Reilley
Sarah Renema
Oshea Robinson
Stacie Rodriguez
Alex Roemer
Corinne Rogero
Stanley Rogers
Jay Salerno
Stephanie Saunders
Cheslea Schaffer

Tahja Sellers
Cassidy Shaver
Seth Shelby
Azissa Singh
Bahtel Singleton
Shelby Sipperly
Nick Skorzewski
Gina Smith
Rene Smyle
Caroline Sparr
Molly Spence
Sydney Spence
Dashia Starr
Erin Steiner
Valerie Stiling
Gavin Sumter
Kristi Sutherland
Jennifer Swinney
Anna Kay Talmage
Emily Thickens
Matthew Thomas
Melkya Thomas
Jared Thompson
Chrissy Thorne
Kayla Tuff
Kelsey Uhl
Jessica Varipapa
Brandon Verona
Alysia Washington
Charity Weaver
Noell Weible
Karli Wells
Jesselyn West
John Whigham
Lauren Williams
Princess Williams
Annie Wilson
Christina Wiltshire
Brianna Wood
Jack Wood
Austen Woods
Chase Woollen
Lisa Wulf

http://www.sa.sc.edu/leaders/slw

BRICKS ● Cont. from 1

WIN 2 TICKETS TO
SEE DAVID SEDARIS!

was ﬁlling in with pollen
and shrouded in mystery.
USC pol ice had no
reports, Facilities had
no work orders for the
bricks and the Alumni
Association hadn’t heard

any t hing about t hem.
The board of trustees
ofﬁce, which coordinates
commencement, said they
didn’t have anything to
do with Darius Rucker’s
add ress at t h is yea r’s
ceremony. They even

SCPA ● Continued from 1

An Evening With

DAVID
SEDARIS
C E L E B R AT I N G T H E R E L E A S E O F

“I think it’s in a great place right now,”
Campbell said. “It’s got really great
people who are well-positioned not only
to continue its tradition of excellence but
to make it even better.”
T he G a me c o c k ’s re c ent
accomplishments include a new website,
smartphone application and training
program and a partnership with SGTV

The Daily
Gamecock
on

KOGER CENTER
Go to the Gamecock Giveaways tab on our app or website: dailygamecock.com.
Fill in the blank: “I love The Daily Gamecock because
Entries will be judged on creativity and humor.
Will be notified April 19th at Noon.

FOR TICKETS
CALL: 803.257.2222 ONLINE: CAPITOLTICKETS.COM

KH]PKZLKHYPZVU[V\YJVT

”

DG

t hat has improved its mult imedia
offerings, but Campbell emphasized
that its focus was still on the content it
produces daily.
“I would say the accomplishments are
the journalism we put out together, from
all the sections,” Campbell said. “When
you ﬂ ip back through the papers from
the past year, there’s a lot to be proud of
from everyone.”
DG

L e t ’s E x p l o r e D i a b e t e s Wi t h O w l s

SUNDAY, APRIL 21

inspired a parody Twitter
account, @HootieBricks.
T he br ic k s w i l l b e
replaced soon, according
to university spokesman
Wes Hickman — likely in
“the next week or so.”

Monday, April 15, 2013

EDITORIAL BOARD
KRISTYN SANITO

Pseudoscience in
‘documentary’
tries too hard

SYDNEY PATTERSON

Editor-in-Chief

Managing Editor

JASON AARON
MCDUFFIE

ANDERSEN COOK
Copy Desk Chief

Asst. Viewpoints Editor

ANDREW ASKINS
GEORGE HINCHLIFFE

Senior Photographer

Hollywood trend fails
to captivate viewers

Asst. Design Director

KYLE HECK

MARY CATHRYN
ARMSTRONG

Asst. Sports Editor

Asst. Mix Editor

Possible gun laws
dangerous for state
Any discussion over gun control laws
is bound to be divisive. But here in South
Carolina — a state that’s unfortunately
ra n ked No. 6 in t he nat ion for g u n
violence — we’re worried that proposed
legislation in our Statehouse could cause
more harm than good.
Some of the new bills proposed by our
lawmakers will expand and limit current
g u n r ight s i n
our state. Some
“We should
of them are nobrainers, like
strengthen the
preventing those
laws that we
who are deemed
currently have,
mentally ill
not water them from purchasing
fi rearms, that we
down.”
all can support.
But others, like a
bill that would ultimately allow anyone
to carry fi rearms anywhere they choose
for their protection — with or without
a concealed weapons permit — give us
cause for alarm.
CWP’s are only granted to those above
21, who have taken a firearm safety course.
Even then, they aren’t allowed to carry
their fi rearms into certain areas, such as
USC’s open campus that’s been witness
to too many violent incidents and crimes.
As students, we understand and share
the fears and all-too-apparent dangers our
fellow Gamecocks face on a daily basis.
We all need to be diligent in ensuring
our safety, but we don’t feel that students
carrying guns on campus will necessarily
make us any safer.
Ma i nt a i n i ng a g u n is a g reat
responsibility and possessing one may
lull some into a false sense of security. It’s
definitely not something we believe should
be in our residence halls or classrooms.
Legislation that simply allows anyone to
have a gun no matter where they are isn’t
the safer or saner choice. When reforming
our state’s present gun laws, we should
strengthen what we currently have, not
water them down.
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‘Ag-gag’ bills could silence muckrakers
Investigative journalism
threatened by lawmakers
Home of the classic burger, pulled
pork sandwiches and wings, America
continues to maintain its reputation
for the most carnivorous country in
the world. But in consuming such a
large proportion of meat products,
A mer ica ns somet i mes forget to
question where their
meat is coming from.
Nearly a dozen state
legislatures across the
nation have or are in
the process of passing
a aggregate of laws
Deveney
col lect ively k now n
Williams
a s ag r ic u lt u re -g ag
First-year visual
(ag-gag) bills. These
communications
bill var y from state
student
to state, but they all
mostly serve to prohibit
undercover recordings on any kind of
farm, a direct affront to muckrakers.
Since America’s birth, muckrakers
— otherwise known as investigative
journalists — have dedicated their lives
to ensuring we remain land of the free
and home of the brave. For example,
Upton Sinclair exposed conditions
in America’s meat packing industry,
which in turn, initiated key legislation
such as the 1906 Meat Inspection Act
and Pure Food and Drug Act.
Outlawing activities common to
muckrakers directly correlates to
risking food safety, labor violations,
sexual harassment and animal abuse.
These bills also challenge the line
of freedom of the press, free speech,
labor regulations, food regulations and
animal rights regulations.
W h ist le-blower v ideos a nd
photographs are essential in educating

the public on what we’re eating. In
regards to agriculture, muckrakers
focus primarily on the sequence of
events from when the animal is born
to how it gets to the plate. They try to
stop major corporations from violating
federal regulations and ensure we
continue humane practices while
cultivating the food that fuels us.
Activists have uncovered countless
sadistic, unwarranted crimes against
animals thanks to their work. Tyson
Foods employees in Wyoming were
filmed tossing piglets freely into the
air for fun, resulting in charges of
a n i ma l c r uelt y. Spa rboe Fa r m s
employees in Iowa were also charged
with animal cruelty for branding the
beaks of baby chicks, consequently
losing McDonalds as a customer.
These documentations have led to
prosecution, recalls and changes in
practices of many farm owners, but
these bills could limit this progress.
Legislation has unfairly targeted
investigative journalists whose sole
purpose is to inform the public of
what happens behind the scenes. Now,
simply exposing the truth has become
synonymous with criminal action.
Lawmakers have cleverly crafted a
facade of this legislation to appear as
if their concerns are for the protection
of animals. However, any evidence of
criminal activity found must be turned
over within 24 hours of occurring.
The restrictions could potentially
jeopardize fi nding patterns of abuse,
seeing how many parties are involved
in the abuse and could give employees
a heads up to conceal their merciless
practices better. We can’t pass laws
stopping people from questioning
those in power, or we’ll never be able
to improve things.

T here’s a bu zz i n t he a i r
surrounding the recent so-called
“do c u ment a r y,” “ Si r iu s .” It
attempts to establish the existence
of alien life, predictably covered
up by a government conspiracy,
but it tries too hard to be seen as a
work of nonfiction. It’s a premise
we should all find
familiar because it’s
a replica of nearly
ever y other alien
o r s u p e r n at u r a l
c on s pi r ac y
do c u ment a r y. It
attempts to the hide
Max
Stolarcyzk t he Hol l y wo o dstyle narrative and
First-year
international
masquerade itself as
business student
a legitimate factual
documentary.
It’s not necessarily a bad way
to frame a film, especially one
that’s created simply for fame and
profit. “Sirius,” not unlike fan
favorites “Paranormal Activity”
or the “The Blair Witch Project,”
is loaded with buzz words sure
to entertain viewers and tug on
any intellectual heartstrings and
wallets. Even then, the film’s
small marketing campaign speaks
to the filmmakers’ desire to do
everything it can to conjure up the
kind of intrigue the film needs to
be a commercial success.
Films like these rely on obscure
v o c a b u l a r y, r a m b l i n g s a n d
pseudoscience, the ugly stepsisters
of intellectualism and the scientific
method, which are not a legitimate
foundation for a piece of fiction.
Unlike previous films, “Sirius”
rambles on and on, appearing to
take the cinematic malarkey to an
unprecedented level — even for
Hollywood.
But let’s be real, we all know that
real life isn’t accurately translated
to film, and even when it is, it’s
bastardized.
No great scientific happening
or discovery was first disclosed
through the commercial release
of a documentary, and likely never
will be.

Acceptance message should be presented clearly
Critics’ outrage over Brad Paisley, LL
Cool J’s recent collaboration justified
Whenever we discuss a topic, it’s important
for us to choose our words carefully. If we don’t
take the time or effort to do so, we run the risk
that others could easily misinterpret the meaning
behind what we intended to say. That’s why many
critics have overwhelmingly denounced country
music star Brad Paisley’s and rapper LL Cool
J’s questionably named new song, “Accidental
Racist,” for its unintentional bad connotations.
In this musical collaboration, both wanted to
spread an important message. As Americans, they
felt our country needed to move forward and
discuss our complex issues with race with each
other once and for all.
It’s an idea that I couldn’t agree more with.
Just because we have made such great strides in
ensuring equality for all doesn’t mean we don’t
still have problems to tackle. It’s disheartening to
know that even in 2013, we’re a country that still

has segregated proms and we still allow ourselves
to get so riled over the symbolism of a f lag —
problems this song had hoped would at least get
people talking.
But so far, it hasn’t. They failed to anticipate how
others would react to the way they
frame their message. For critics, this
song represented a step backwards
for ou r nat ion a nd per pet uated
a gross misunderstanding of our
nation’s complex history that any
logical person, they claim, should
Aaron
f i n d d e e p l y of f e n s i v e t o t h e i r
McDuffie
intelligence.
First-year
A nd wh ile such cr it iques may
political science
seem
harsh, they are in a lot of ways
student
completely justifi able. Throughout
the song, the lyrics (and the title itself ) seem to
suggest there’s isn’t a great difference between
any form of racial prejudice, whether it’s overt
or subtle, intentional or an “accident.” In this
day and age, many thought it was appalling how

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
V ie w p oi nt s p ag e i s to s t i mu l at e
discussion in the University of South
Carolina community. All published
aut hor s a re e x p e c t ed to prov ide
logical arguments to back their views.
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feedback on dailygamecock.com.
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dailygamecock.com. Let ters must
be 200 to 300 words in length and
include the author’s name, year in

anyone could even attempt to feign ignorance
about the commonly held connotation of either
words, symbols or items.
Not to mention, for most, the song doesn’t even
read as a call for everyone to come together and
seek harmony. Instead, the lyrics unfortunately
read more like a “white man from the southland”
complaining about how he has to think about
the opinions and feelings of those different from
him while a comically ignorant black male (from
a ‘hood’ in the North no less) equates things that
should never ever be compared.
Clearly, t his couldn’t be f urt her from t he
interpretation that either Paisley or LL Cool J
wanted their listeners to take away from their
song; instead of being revered for a great message
that we should all try to follow in our own daily
lives, they’re unfortunately being disparaged
for not clearly presenting their message. It’s
unfortunate, but at least this debacle reminds us
of the importance of semantics.

school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
columns. Columnists should keep
submissions to about 500 words in
length and include the author’s name
and position.
The editor reserves the right to
edit and condense submissions for
length and clarity, or not publish at
all.
A ll subm issions become t he
property of The Daily Gamecock and
must conform to the legal standards
of USC Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock,
let us know about it. Email editor@dailygamecock.com
and we will print the corrections in our next issue.
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and spring semesters and nine times during the summer with the exception
of university holidays and exam periods. Opinions expressed in The Daily
Gamecock are those of editors or author and not those of the University of
South Carolina. The Board of Student Publications and Communications
is the publisher of The Daily Gamecock. The Department of Student Media
is the newspaper’s parent organization. The Daily Gamecock is supported in
part by student activity fees. One free copy per reader. Additional copies may be
purchased for $1 each from the Department of Student Media.
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“We don’t mind ‘cause ‘round here
we save water and drink beer.”
— Chris Young
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Chris Young
turns up
Carolina
country

Austin Price / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Donning a Connor Shaw jersey, country star Chris Young took the Carolina Coliseum stage on Sunday night, playing to an enthusiastic crowd of students in cowboy hats.

Singer, opener bring
medley of hit singles,
covers to Coliseum
Chloe Gould

CGOULD@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

He ran out from behind the Carolina
Coliseum stage like it was the corner of
Williams-Brice, his cowboy boots to the
concrete and a garnet and black Connor
Shaw jersey on his back.
The crowd was divided down the
middle, the right yelling, “Save Water”
and the left screaming back, “Drink
Beer” — a makeshift “Game! Cocks!”
chant — midway through the country
crooner’s opening song.
Ch r is You ng, a just-out side-of
Nashville-native , performed a free
concert hosted by Carolina Productions
at the Coliseum Sunday night.
Students fi lled a few sections of the
Coliseum stadium seating, pulling
magenta, green and brown cowboy hats
(provided with admission) down over
their eyes. As the lights went down and
the amps pumped up, everyone flew to
the front.
It was the perfectly outfitted country
concert, in the center ex-basketball
court — and then there was rap.
Country-rooted opener Chris Lane
took the stage with an odd choice, led
by his lead guitarist Joseph Pope: “Lose
Yourself” by Eminem.
His whole set, in fact, was a melody
of deep-hearted country regulars and
hip-hop, pop and soft rock classics that
are really just throwbacks to the collegeaged crowd.
A few song s i n, La ne took on
Lynyrd Skynyrd’s classic “Sweet Home
Alabama,” only to roll into “Hot in
Herre” by Nelly and “Get Low” by Lil
Jon & the East Side Boyz.
Let me tell you, you haven’t been to a
country concert until you’ve seen a pack
of 20-year-olds all-too-passionately belt
out “To the sweat drip down my balls /
To all these b-----s crawl” in magenta
cowboy hats, belted sundresses and jean
jackets.
Girls and guys alike melted at the first

chord of “I Want It That Way” by the
Backstreet Boys. There wasn’t a missed
lyric, range change or, perhaps, dry eye,
and the excitement only doubled as the
guitar changed into “Wagon Wheel.”
Shrieks and squeals t urned into
orchestrated sways under red and blue
shining lights.
Some took group Snapchats, backs
to the bike rack blocking off the stage,
to properly capture their excitement.
Others led the crowd’s a capella chorus
to the Old Crow Medicine Show hit.

Lane, completely adorable with bright
blue eyes and a Braves baseball cap, does
deserve props: No one knew his music,
so he sang songs that people wanted to
hear.
Most weren’t country — “Lean Back”
by Fat Joe, “Bottoms Up” by Trey Songz
and “Ms. Jackson” by Outkast — but
each one was more than appreciated.
At the end of Lane’s 45 minute set, he
had sung three original songs, but there
was a room full of brand new, smitten
fans.

It was a house full of Young fans,
though, and as the set drew closer and
the stage switched out for the headliner,
students sat on laps and two-to-a-seat to
claim their spot as close to the country
singer as possible.
Young made his grand, running
entrance and jumped from side to side
of the crowd, that was now hanging over
the front-of-stage gate, throwing his
hands in the air and pressing his ear up
to his guitarist’s strings. He channeled a
good dose of Gamecock pride as he ran
through his first couple of songs.
The stage turned black and twinkling
lights glimmered on side panel screens.
He slowed things down for a sweet
serenade of “The Man I Want to Be.”
His between-song banter, however,
was where the real Young came center
stage. He cracked jokes and told stories
and made it clear that women can go
to the grocery store in sweats and a
T-shirt, but men cannot.
What a guy.
He gave a shout-out to the armed
forces and turned all the lights down
low. He stood front and center, with one
bright spotlight for “The Dashboard.”
No one knew the words, but it was a
pretty little tune.
Young channeled Lane for a quick
cover — no Marshall Mathers, but ZZ
Top’s “Sharp Dressed Man.” And, a
few songs later, an even better one: the
“Fresh Prince” theme song.
He moved his guitar strap from
collarbone to just off the shoulder and
back again, trying to avoid a back-ofthe-neck sunburn, before he started
a string of Young favorites: “Voices,”
“You” and “Who’s Going to Take Me
Home.”
Young’s set roared on for over an
hour in a rare Sunday night country
showing, and it all led up to the single
that the artist said has made his career,
“Tomorrow.”
The lights turned back up, shining
light on the singing crowd in a kind of
honest moment that perfectly lent itself
to the lyrically beautiful song.

Austin Price / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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The Chris Lane Band opened with an Eminem song, and continued with other fan-favorites.

Indie Grits Film Festival Kicks Off
It was t he block part y to
end all block parties along Main
Street Friday night. W hy? The
2013 Indie Grits Film Festival
opening party kicked off
a 10 -day celebrat ion of
Colu mbia’s cult u re and
entertainment scene.
At t he new Nickelodeon
Theatre location, the event began
with a screening of “We Cause
Scenes,” a short film by founder of
the improvisation troupe “Improv
Everywhere” Charlie Todd. The
film featured over 2,000 volunteers
in Times Square synchronizing

t heir watches a nd mov i ng
backwards at the same time for
exactly five minutes. The limitedseat screening was only available to
festival attendees who purchased
VIP passes prior to the party.
Wa it i n g o u t s i d e a f t e r t h e
screening was an entire crowd
who were more than ready to get
the party started. Lights and fullscreen projections of pulsating
music videos covered the sides of
the buildings along Main Street
with vibrant colors.
Performing at t he part y was
local rock ‘n’ roll band Say Brother

wit h its smoot h, rootsy sound
and Charleston-based artists The
Royal Tinfoil. Music lovers danced
the night away in front of the entire
crowd as the bands provided earpleasing music that could be heard
from blocks away. A lso tak ing
the stage was DJ LouiVee , who
provided sample sounds of what to
expect at Columbia’s first Hip Hop
Family Day held on Saturday.
Food vendors provided plenty
of chow, such as southern-st yle
burgers and fries courtesy of the
Pawley’s Front Porch food truck.
Homestyle peach cobbler was also

on the menu t o t e m p t
those with a sweet tooth.
Wr istba nds were ava i lable
to all patrons old enough
to pu rchase alcohol. A
wide variety of local and
national spirits were on
tap for revelers to enjoy
as they mingled with other
foodies and film buffs.
For a full schedule of Indie Grits
events this week, t urn to page
eight.
— Compiled by Tyler Simpson
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‘42’ not No.
1 in accuracy,
character
development
“42”

NOW IN THEATERS

Director: Brian Helgeland
Starring: Chadwick Boseman,
Harrison Ford, Christopher Meloni
Rating: PG-13 for thematic material
including language

Courtesy of MCT Campus

Famed Brooklyn Dodgers player Jackie Robinson (Chadwick Boseman) and wife Rachael (Nicole Behari) are forced to deal with racial discrimination and bigotry in “42.”

New film lacks realism in
portrayal of Robinson
Tyler Simpson

TSIMPSON@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

I n t he Major Leag ue Baseball
world, today marks Jackie Robinson
Day, the day when baseball personnel
and fans alike honor the memory of a
MLB legend by wearing the number
“42.”
A nd ju st i n t i me for Jack ie
Robinson Day comes “42,” a biopic
about Robinson’s rise to becoming
the ﬁrst black baseball player in major
league history.
However, “42” may not be what
some people expect. How should I
put this? The movie tells the “Jackie
Robinson stor y” w it hout telling
Jackie Robinson’s story. This film
documents a point in history where
a desire for change in sports dealt a
blow to traditional prejudices. But
with the slate script and conventional
approach, this feels more like sitting
through a high school history lecture.
There’s also the matter of how the
film presents the baseball legend,
portraying a noble athlete instead of
the realistic, true-to-life character.
This is a mythologizing biography,
t he “Rememb er t he Tit a n s” of
baseball ﬁ lms that should be shown
in schools as a motivational tool for
students.
The film begins by introducing
Robi n son (played by C hadw ick
Boseman) and his f irst campaign
with the Brooklyn Dodgers. While
not exactly capt uring Robinson’s
personality, “42” effectively realizes
t he racially-mot ivated wall t hat
greeted him upon his entrance into
what was decidedly a “white man’s

game.” Once Dodger’s execut ive
Branch Rickey (Harrison Ford) tells
Robinson “I want a player who’s
got the guts N OT to fight back,”
we immediately understand what
challenges he was up against as a black
athlete in 1947.
If people were offended by the
i ndu lgent use of t he N -word i n
“Django Unchained,” they may also
ﬁnd this ﬁlm offensive. There’s a scene
where the redneck manager of the
Philadelphia Phillies, Ben Chapman
(Alan Tudyk), hurls a never-ending
stream of N -word-laced criticisms
every time Robinson bats. This verbal
tirade recounts the centerpiece of
“42.” Chapman’s assaults lead to
unintended consequences; they not
only hasten Robinson’s acceptance
by his teammates but they tide the
course among moderate ball fans.
Some might argue that director
and screenwriter Brian Helgeland
does too much. His screenplay breaks
the movie down into three separate
stories: Robinson’s family life, his
struggles with racism and the way he
inﬂuenced society. Die-hard baseball
fans can still get a kick out of seeing
baseball legends on the big screen;
Dodgers player Pee Wee Reese (Lucas
Black) to a young Ed Charles all make
appearances on Robinson’s path to
baseball fame.
The biggest problem in “42” is that
it never really delves deep into the
character or background of Robinson.
Helgeland presents Robinson the
icon, not Robinson the person. He
piles on the inanities of presenting an
inspiring story of a gallant saint, when
he could have given us a glimpse of a
passionate man. Depicting Robinson
as a flawless baseball player, we are
only priv y to one scene when all

a groovy deal
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minimum loan amount of $5,000. Interest will continue to accrue during the 90 days with no payment. $100 will be deposited into your
savings account when the loan is established. Savings account required for membership.
Federally insured by NCUA

2012 Harden Street

(803) 736-3110
Online at

www.allsouth.org

the racism ﬁ nally exposes his anger.
Instead of a biography, it feels like
we’re watching t he mak ings of a
myth.
The sa me goes for t he scenes
depicting Robinson’s home life with
his wife Rachael (N icole Beharie),
ag a i n pa i nted a s t he pic t u re of
per fec t ion. T he rea l R achael
Robinson herself was also a hero,
but “42’s” Rachael is portrayed as the
quintessential “stand by her man”
woman, counseling Robinson and
quietly dealing with her own racial
demons.
Of course, all this could be a matter
of looking at the “Mona Lisa” and
judging the frame, since Robinson’s
achievement in baseball is impossible
to overstate. He didn’t just integrate
America’s greatest pastime; he took
huge strides for equality in all sports.
It’s difficult to present that kind of
achievement and passion without
overdramatizing.
T he mo s t c o mp el l i n g s c e ne s
happen on the baseball f ield. It’s
there that Robinson shows off the
dynamic athleticism that made him
Rickey’s choice. In one sequence,
Robinson reaches ﬁ rst, steals second
and third, and then makes it home
on a single. It’s almost more dramatic

than watching him hit a home run,
as Robinson stares down the overtly
bigoted pitcher looking to tag him
out.
Boseman gives an earnest
performance as the baseball legend,
even though he’s straitjacketed into a
role with scant room to act anything
but the mart yr. He looks like an
athlete on the field, and presents a
fire-and-restraint look in his eyes
during the many scenes of enduring
discrimination.
Fo r d b a s ic a l l y c ho m p s t h e
scenery in a cartoonish, ham-fisted
performance as Rickey — though
it’s not entirely his fault. Nobody
can sound convincing when given
lines like “Dollars aren’t black and
white – they’re green.” His physical
resemblance to Rickey is impressive,
a nd he por t r ay s h i m posit ively
w it hout m a k i n g h i m lo ok l i k e
he single-handedly revolutionized
baseball.
Whatever the ﬂaws, “42” is a wellphotographed, deeply respect f ul
biopic that evokes powerful emotions.
This movie isn’t exactly Hall of Fame
worthy, but it does give an adequate
depiction of one of the most deﬁ ning
and trying times in baseball history.
DG

Indie Grits Film Festival
2013 Calender of Events
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“1/10th of Our Nation”

“Dying Green”

Cinemovements
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The Hall at Senate’s End,
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320 Senate St.
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16

Nickelodeon Theat re,
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Nickelodeon Theatre

1607 Main St.

Arcade Mall, 1332 Main St.
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“Veer!”, “Crush”

“We Cause Scenes”

Pizza Party with Belk Boys
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8:30 p.m.

and DJ Adam Cox

Nickelodeon Theatre

Nickelodeon Theatre

11 p.m.
The Whig, 1200 Main St.

Locals Only

Comedic Shorts
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Tapp’s Art Center

Tapp’s Art Center,
1644 Main St.
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Carolina
Cash Gift
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State”
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Main Street Tour

“Family Portrait”
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“Dent May,” Dog Bite”
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The Oak Table , 1221 Main

and “People Person”

Tapp’s Art Center
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8 p.m.
Columbia Museum of Art,

“Present”
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Student Shorts
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“Pride and Joy”
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Books,”
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Through the Eyes of a

Experimental Shorts

Film

Child
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Nickelodeon Theatre
“Red Flag”

Ghosts of the Horseshoe
Tour
2 p.m.

“As I Am”

8 p.m.
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Nickelodeon Theatre

Nickelodeon Theatre

USC Horseshoe
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Indie Grits Film
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Winning Films
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Video Gaming at Indie

5K
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Dare to taste the glory.
Text MOES DASH to 313131 to see photos, videos, & event details!

Or visit

WWW . STRICTLYRUNNING. COM

to sign up.
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EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

$BARTENDING$, $300/Day
Potential, NO EXPERIENCE
NEC.Training Available.
800-965-6520 XT253

Tumbling Coach
Spirit Athletics is looking for
tumbling coaches for all levels.
Days/hours flexible.
Please email resume to
info@spiritac.net

NEED MONEY? Earn 100%
commissions from your couch
+ April car giveaway at http://
YourInternetFuture.com
J.Holland, Esq. 706-836-9320

STORE CLERK
PEOPLES PAWN SHOP INC
SEEKING PART TIME YOUNG
PERSON, MUST BE ABLE
TO LIFT HEAVY OBJECTS,
WELL GROOMED, HONEST,
RELIABLE, ABLE TO PASS
CRIMINAL BACKGROUND
CHECK, APPLY IN PERSON
MON TO FRI. 9AM TO 2PM
SEE JON 1324 ASSEMBLY
ST, COLA 803-256-1888
Email peoples9@bellsouth.net
HIRING FINE DINING
WAITSTAFF
APPLY 4 -6 DAILY
300 MEETING ST W COLA
Email clairanders@bellsouth.net

EMPLOYMENT

NOW HIRING SWIM
TEACHERS
for APRIL & MAY
Pay starts @ $10.25 per hour.
Instructor candidates needed
for M & W, T & Th, or both
from 11:25AM - 1:25PM. Free
Training
and Certification. Email
any current qualifications
or experience to jreiser@
swimprofessor.com

This next month can be
even more prof itable.
Use what you’ve learned
t o g a i n c o n f id e n c e .
Carefully research your
market with the latest
analy t ics. Get expert
help.

There’s more fun work
on the way. Friends help
you advance. Share the
credit. Caution brings
greater success; take it
slow in a hurry. You’re
gaining w isdom, and
romance flowers.

You’re luck y in love
these days, with Venus
in your sign. It’s easier
to ma ke money, too.
Splurge on a haircut or
spa visit. The trick is
to feed your soul and
stomach simultaneously.

The com ing days
are good for set t i ng
goa ls a nd ac t i ng on
t hem. Let a creat ive
partner take the lead.
Collect an old debt or
a windfall prof it and
count your assets.

Libra

Fa nt a s ie s ab ou nd
t his next mont h, and
you r d rea m s w i l l b e
sweeter. Grasp ever y
opportunity that comes
your way. You won’t be
tempted to wear your
heart on your sleeve;
quiet time is productive.

It’s easier to save and
increase your assets.
Consider personal
decisions. Make plans
together with someone
fun, and make time to
play. Find a sweet deal.
Accept a good offer.

You’re especially lucky
for the next month in
love and negotiations.
Expand your horizons.
Let yourself be
persuaded by passion
and compassion. Keep
your promises and work
you r pl a n . L et you r
imagination lead.

Scorpio

Foc us on household
improvements. Or learn
to make somet h ing
you used to buy. You’re
g a i n i n g s k i l l s . You r
home can become your
love nest, without great
expense. Modify ideals.

Gemini

Cancer

It may surprise you, but
you’ll be quite popular
for the next four and a
half weeks. Go out more
often, strengthen your
socia l i nf rast r uc t u re
and grow your career.
Communicate clearly.
Smile.

Virgo

Partnership and
compromise come
w it h g reater ease.
Col lec t t he benef it s
t h at y ou’v e e a r ne d .
The solution becomes
obvious. Put in extra
energy. Research how
to accompl ish you r
specific goals.

Capricorn

TODAY

TODAY

TOMORROW

INDIE GRITS:
CINEMOVEMENTS

CHEFS ON THE ‘SHOE
5 p.m., $10 students /
$25 general
USC Historic

AFTER THE BURIAL,
WITHIN THE RUINS, THE
CONTORTIONIST, GLASS
CLOUD, CITY IN THE SEA
6 p.m., $15
New Brookland Tavern
122 State St.

8 p.m., $20 seated / $10
standing
The Hall,
320 Senate St.

Horseshoe

04/15/13

Aquarius

Pisces

St udy opens
entertaining new doors.
Get creative with the
details. Make necessary
adaptations. Consider an
interesting proposition.
Us e mone y t o m a k e
money. Rely on those
you trust.

@thegamecock

Columbia Charlotte Shuttle

S

Ryu Te Okinawan Karate.
Adult only classes. 372
Riverchase Way. Lexington,
SC 29072. Call (803)749-8368

Sagittarius

Today is an excellent
day to make romantic
c om m it ment s . Ta ke
on more responsibility.
Grab an opportunit y.
List problems to solve
and benefits. Teamwork
is extra effective.

Taurus

MISCELLANEOUS

THE SCENE

Leo

Aries

EMPLOYMENT
HIRING FINE DINING
WAITSTAFF
APPLY 4 -6 DAILY
300 MEETING ST W COLA
Email clairanders@bellsouth.n

PHD • JORGE CHAM

HOROSCOPES

9

The Charlotte Airport Just Got Closer
Heyents!
tud
$49 each way • Pick up/drop off at USC
www.ColumbiaCharlotteShuttle.com • (803) 783-5123

04/15/13

1 2 3 4

for 04/12/13

ACROSS
1 Shish __
6 2008 “Yes We
Can” sloganeer
11 ACLU concerns
14 Preﬁx with -clast
15 Group of secret
schemers
16 Neighbor of
Wash.
17 1956 #1 hit for
Elvis Presley
19 Cartoon
collectible
20 De Matteo of
“The Sopranos”
21 Fat-based bird
feed
22 ’80s-’90s “Did I
do that?” TV nerd
24 Having one’s day
in court?
26 “Revenge is __
best served cold”
27 Mr. T catch
phrase
31 Choir section
34 Cold War country,
brieﬂy
35 Chimney
passage
36 Scratch or scuff
37 Ostracized one
41 Preﬁx with metric
42 Recipient of a
princess’s kiss
44 Sufﬁx for no-good
45 Like days gone
by
47 Cornerstone
principle of
democracy
51 Henry __ Lodge:
WWI senator
52 Final stage of a
chess match
56 “Sesame Street”
resident
57 “Get lost, kitty!”
59 Adorn, as a
birthday gift
60 Below-the-belt
61 Eight-time Best
Actor nominee
who never won
64 Musician’s deg.
65 Dodge, as the
press
66 Address the
crowd
67 Cellos’ sect.
68 Flew off the
handle
69 Gumbo

vegetables
DOWN
1 Friendly term of
address
2 Oak tree-to-be
3 Lisa of “The
Cosby Show”
4 Easternmost
Great Lake
5 Reggae’s Marley
6 Supernatural
7 Au naturel
8 Stand next to
9 West of the silver
screen
10 Refer (to)
11 Dependable
beyond doubt
12 Kids’ secret club
meeting place
13 Dispose of via
eBay
18 Morales of “La
Bamba”
23 Jazz motif
25 __ facto
26 Cries of triumph
28 Totally gross
29 Luggagescreening
org.
30 “Exodus” author
Uris
31 Car radio button
32 “Tomb Raider”
role for Angelina
Jolie

Solutions from 04/12/13

33 Conﬂict involving
a fake horse
38 Workbook
chapter
39 __ for tat
40 Sang like a
canary, so to
speak
43 Mongolian desert
46 Out-of-the-ofﬁce
detective duty
48 Ebert’s partner
after Siskel
49 Parented
50 “Do __ others ...”
53 Bustling with

noise
54 Island nation near
Sicily
55 Fencing swords
56 Shade trees
57 Just for guys
58 Formally
relinquish
62 Perón of
Argentina
63 As well
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Sophomore Mike Davis had 40 yards and a touchdown on just two carries in the annual Garnet and Black spring game. Davis said he is stronger and faster than last year.

Offense dominates in annual spring game
Sophomore Mike Davis named starting
running back heading into summer
Kyle Heck

KHECK@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Coming into the spring, running back Mike Davis
was competing with Brandon Wilds for the starting
job. In the annual Garnet and Black spring game,
Davis racked up 40 yards and one touchdown on just
two carries to help lead the Black team to a 44-30
victory over the Garnet.
With that performance, on top of an impressive
spring where he was named the most improved
running back, Davis is now the starter heading into
the summer.
“I just wanted to come out and try to separate
myself from other people so I could get the starting
job,” Davis said.
However, Davis knows that things can change from
now until August, especially with the arrival of fourstar tailback David Williams in the summer.
Coach Steve Spurrier said that Davis came into the
spring as “a different person” as a result of more work
in USC’s strength and conditioning program. Davis,
who is the younger brother of former-Clemson star
tailback James Davis, said that he gained 10 pounds
over the offseason and became faster and stronger.
However, Davis and the rest of the Black team did
not get off to a good start on Saturday. In the first
series of the game, Black team quarterback Dylan
Thompson was intercepted by redshirt freshman

Chaz Elder, who returned the pick 44 yards to the
Black 41.
Four plays later, Garnet quarterback Brendan
Nosovitch found tight end Jerell Adams on a seam
route over the middle for a 23-yard touchdown that
gave the Garnet an early 7-0 lead.
Nosovitch, a redshirt freshman who was named the
most improved quarterback of the spring, completed
11 of his 15 passes for 146 yards, two touchdowns and
no interceptions.
Meanwhile, Adams, along with junior tight end
Rory Anderson, led all players with 87 receiving yards
and two touchdowns. Anderson was also named the
most improved tight end of the spring.
Spurrier said that Anderson and Adams are “two of
the best tight ends around.”
“Both of them are tough, they don’t shy away from
the ball [and] they block,” Spurrier said. “They’ve
really improved their blocking this spring.”
Thompson quickly redeemed himself by leading
the Black team down the field on its next possession.
The drive culminated when the redshirt junior found
sophomore wide receiver Shaq Roland for a seven-yard
touchdown that tied the game at seven.
Despite the interception, Spurrier said that
Thompson threw the ball very well during the spring.
“I feel like what I wanted to work on, I did a good
job of,” Thompson said. “I feel like a got a lot better
this spring, I wanted my feet to get quicker. Now
going into the summer, the thing will be to keep that
work ethic going and improve on my weaknesses.”
After a Garnet field goal made it 10-7, the Black
team struck again. Thompson hooked up with receiver

Nick Jones for a 36-yard completion that set up Davis’
touchdown run. The sophomore plowed through the
middle of the Garnet defense for a 25-yard touchdown
run that gave the Black team a 14-10 lead.
The Black team maintained their lead until
Nosovitch found reserve tight end Jeff Homad for a
12-yard touchdown that gave the Garnet a short-lived
30-27 lead with just under six minutes left in the third
quarter.
A little over four minutes later, Kendric Salley ran
it in from five yards out to give the Black team a 34-30
lead that they would not relinquish. Salley led all
tailbacks with 12 carries for 47 yards to go along with
his touchdown.
The Black team ended the game with 17 unanswered
points to seal the win.
The two teams combined for 684 yards of offense.
Defensive coordinator Lorenzo Ward said the
spring game is all about having fun, but he hopes
Saturday’s shootout is a rare occurrence.
“Me as a defensive coordinator, I hate points on the
board,” Ward said. “Hopefully you saw as many points
on that board out there today as you’re going to see all
season. But it’s fun.”
Thompson said it was fun to get out there and
throw the ball around and put on a show for the 35,218
fans in attendance.
“We had a lot of fans out and that was great,”
Thompson said. “We all feel like we have the best
fans in the country. It is a lot of fun, just playing for
[Spurrier] in general. That’s what he wants, to see the
ball down the field.”
DG

Clowney participant in annual trick play
Spurrier says halftime show
‘highlight of spring game’
Danny Garrison

DGARRISON@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Wit h t he spring football season
coming to a close after Saturday’s Garnet
and Black Spring Game , coach Steve
Spurrier said that while spring practices
are important for younger players, he
does not overvalue the practice time in
the spring.
“We don’t beat each other up, and we
try to keep some good camaraderie,”
Spurrier said. “We’re a lot more serious
in the regular season and preseason
practices.”
Spurrier said his easygoing philosophy
on spring practice is partly due to his
limited participation in spring ball
during his play ing days at Florida
because of various injuries. Spurrier was
sidelined for all but one of his springs as
a Gator, including the one that preluded
his Heisman-winning campaign.
Fitting in with Spurrier’s relaxed
spring-football mantra, ever y year
during the Garnet and Black Game the
coach sends a Gamecock off the sideline
mid-play to make a catch. This year,
junior defensive end Jadeveon Clowney,
inactive for the game with a minor neck
injury, was pegged as the traditional
“receiver off the sidelines.”
The unanimous All-American from
last season darted onto the field in the
4th quarter and secured the 54-yard
toss from freshman quarterback Connor
Mitch, but promptly face-planted before
getting back on his feet and running for
a “touchdown”.
“I caught the ball, turned around,
forgot I didn’t have my cleats on,”
Clowney said. “But it was pretty fun.
Coach told me ahead of time that he

wanted me to do it.”
After recovering and making it to the
endzone, Clowney launched the ball into
the stands as a souvenir for a lucky fan, a
celebration that he said he planned to do
whether or not he made the catch.
“JD’s biggest fear was that he was going
to drop that ball,” defensive coordinator
Lorenzo Ward said. “I kept planting that
seed in his head that he was going to
drop that ball. When he caught it, he said
that was the only thing he was worrying
about, and then he slipped.”
H a l f t i me aw a r d s c er emo ny :
Spurrier and the rest of the USC
coach i ng st af f ha nded out t hei r
traditional spring practice awards
during halftime of Saturday’s contest.
The distinctions included anything
from most improved in the various
position groups to the Ernest Brooks
MVP award for last year’s Clemson
game, wh ich was g iven to ju n ior
quarterback Dylan Thompson.
Du r i ng t he ceremony Clow ney
received two national awards for the
2012 season, as he was presented with the
Ted Hendrick’s Award for the nation’s
top defensive end and the College
Football Performance Trophy for the

best defensive lineman in the country.
“As far as the halftime show, that’s
probably the highlight of our spring
game,” Spurrier said. “When you’ve
got something to sort of brag about or
be proud of, I believe you do have to
celebrate your successes.”
A nother Garnet and Black game
tradition that was honored Saturday was
the recognition of the previous year’s
seniors. Among the former Gamecocks,
NFL prospects D.J. Swearinger, Devin
Taylor and Marcus Lattimore were
on hand to take part in the halftime
festivities.
During the introductions, Spurrier
voiced his appreciation for Lattimore’s
lasting contributions to South Carolina
football, going as far as to call him
“the best football player to ever wear a
Gamecock jersey.”
“When I said he was the best player
to ever play here I really mean that,”
Spurrier said. “His influence and what he
did on the field were right there with the
best. He’s a talent and such a wonderful
young man and such a leader, such an
influence on the other guys. That’s why
we’ve won 31 games.”
DG
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Defensive end Jadeveon Clowney slips and falls after catching a pass from Connor Mitch.

Florida completes
weekend sweep
of Gamecocks
USC allows Gators to
score 10 runs in sixth
inning en route to win
Kyle Heck

KHECK@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Tied at four going into t he
bottom of the sixth inning on
Sat urday, South Carolina was
trying to avoid being swept by
Florida. However, t he Gators
scored 10 runs on eight hits in
the sixth to pull away from the
Gamecocks for a 14-5 win.
USC (27-10, 8-7 SEC) committed
two errors in the game, and starter
Colby Holmes struggled. Holmes
allowed four runs, two of them
earned, in just 1.2 innings of work.
Freshman Jack Wynkoop took the
loss after giving up two earned
runs in three innings pitched.
Meanwhile, the Gators (19-18,
8-7 SEC) had five players who
recorded at least two hits and five
players who had at least two RBI.
Florida’s Daniel Gibson got the
win after pitching 1.2 scoreless
innings.
Saturday’s loss came after the
Gamecocks gave up a late lead
against the Gators in Friday’s 4-3
loss.
USC took a 3-1 lead in t he
bottom of the eighth inning, but
Adam Westmoreland gave up three
runs to take the loss. The senior
pitched five innings, giving up
those three runs on four hits.
DG

